The Puritans first ever Senior Game was against Hayes
The FA Cup Extra-Preliminary Round match at the Spencer Stadium on Saturday 1st September
1934 against Hayes was the first ever senior game played by Banbury Spencer. The previous
season the club had played in the Banbury and District Junior League but had for the start of the
new season entered the Oxfordshire Senior League and also for the first time the FA Cup.
However as the league season had not yet begun then this cup-tie was a historic one for the club.
The Spencer Stadium had been lavishly worked upon to prepare for senior football with amongst
other things a stand (the one that crumbled in the late eighties!) and pavilion being built.
A crowd of nearly 3,000 turned up to see the game. The following report on both the ceremonies
to mark the occasion and the match itself appeared in the Banbury Guardian on Thursday 6th
September 1934:
BANBURY SPENCER NEW STAND AND PAVILION OPENED BY THE MAYOR
Has a new football era dawned for Banbury? That was no doubt the question on the minds of many
people on Saturday when they visited Banbury Spencer's ground and saw the transformation which
has been worked on the old Britannia ground by the erection of a new stand, pavilion etc. Some
3,000 people were present, the official figure being given as 2,874 which proves what those who
have had to do with local football for two decades or more have always maintained - that there is a
good local football public provided they are supplied with the proper fayre. No fault could be
found with this on Saturday as Banbury Spencer had been fortunate enough to be drawn at home
against Hayes, the Athenian League club, from Middlesex in the preliminary round of the English
Cup. It was indeed a big proposition for a club just entering senior football and there had been
much conjecture as to how their team would shape against such a renowned combination.
Last week in our notes we expressed the hope that the team might merit the ground and amenities
which had been provided for them and do credit to the town. It is history now how at their first
attempt they acquitted themselves well, and in defeating Hayes credited themselves with a
performance in excess of what their most ardent supporters could have hoped for. It is up to them
now to show us this was no mere "flash in the pan" and then we can prophecy for them a bright
future.
Anyone visiting the ground for
the first time on Saturday must
have been struck with its
business-like appearance for it
certainly merits all that has been
claimed for it and there are few
towns the size of Banbury which
can claim to possess better.
Advantage was taken of the
opportunity provided by Hayes'
visit to open the new stand and
pavilion. This ceremony was
performed by the Mayor (Mr B
Allsopp) who was accompanied
to the stand by Mr Robert Allen
(President of Banbury Spencer)
and Mr R G Tolley.

The mayor of Banbury, Benjamin Allsop, opens the new Banbury Spencer
pavilion before the game against Hayes in 1934
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The mayor, who wore his chain of office, was accorded a hearty reception. Speaking from the
centre of the stand he said it was with very great pleasure that he attended that football match
because he thought it was a grand thing for employers of labour to look after the welfare of their
employees. He was delighted to think that that ground which had a very honourable past and had
caused a great deal of pleasure in times past was now to be used as he hoped for still greater
pleasures, glories and victories. He felt that all of them would do well to support the club and
make it one of the finest in the Midlands. He understood that Spencer's had now a very fine team
indeed and he was looking forward with a great deal of pleasure that afternoon of seeing if they
could win a match against one of the finest teams in England. He then declared the stand open
amidst applause.
The Game
The referee was Mr F W Ferris (Oxford) and the linesmen Mr W Legge (Oxford) and Mr S
Whitley (Woodstock). The teams who on coming on the playing pitch were introduced to the
mayor were as follows:
Banbury Spencer: Clarke; Grant and Martin; Lowe, Walls and Hodson; Mobley, Bate, Wallis,
Kinder and Twynham
Hayes: Wallage; Ward and Harrison; Caesar, Richards and Murphy; Pullen, Spalton, Hunter,
Brown and Groves
Kinder won the toss for Spencer and elected for his team to defend the town goal. To begin with
Hayes got down and quite early Clarke was called upon to field a long shot. At the other end a nice
pass by Kinder put Twynham in possession but Ward intercepted his centre and cleared.
Following on this Mobley gained the first corner of the match on the Spencer right wing and
placed it nicely and after some nice headwork in front of goal it was headed away by a defender
for another corner. This time the flag-kick was quickly cleared and Hayes making tracks for the
other end Pullen pushed the ball into the centre from the right, one of the inside men getting
possession and shooting hard just outside.
Play was fast and after Twynham had shot over at one end Clarke kicked away a fast low shot
from Groves at the other. Kinder tried a shot for Spencer which went just over the bar, following
on which "hands" was given against Spencer. Some distance out Clarke fielded the long shot
which Caesar sent in.
A little later when Wallis broke through for Spencer a goal looked like accruing but Wallage came
out and dispossessed him. Just after these two had another tussle and the visiting goalie was rather
lucky to prevent a score.
Nice work by Kinder and Wallis gave Mobley a chance but Murphy checked him. Hereabouts
Groves was hurt and had to go off for attention and although he returned he seemed to have lost
some of his sprightliness.
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A pass by Wallis gave Twynham a chance but the lively bounce of the ball beat the home leftwinger. A little later, after some 25 minutes of play, Twynham got the ball in the net for Spencer
but alas the referee ruled he was off side. It was a delicate point and it was hard lines for Spencer,
who, however were rewarded five minutes later, when a nice bit of play by Bate, Mobley and
Wallis led to the latter scoring a fine goal. If Spencer had suffered from "nerves" at the start they
had gone by now and they were playing with confidence and they claimed their full share of the
play till the interval
The opening of the second half saw Spencer to the front and after four minutes Wallis beat
Wallage for the second time. Hayes then staged some promising attacks but Martin, Grant and
Wallis stuck to their guns well and gave nothing away. Clarke not being seriously troubled. Just
over a quarter of an hour of the second period had ticked by when Kinder scored Spencer's third
goal with the best shot of the match. Again Hayes put on pressure, but generally the fast open
tactics of the homesters had them guessing and their fate was sealed seventeen minutes from the
end when Wallis steered a perfect centre from Mobley into the net to complete his hat-trick.
It was not until seven minutes from the end that Hayes got their only goal, this being registered by
Groves who sent in what looked like a simple shot but the ball seemed to cultivate a spin as it
neared goal and went just inside the far upright.
Result: Banbury Spencer 4 Hayes 1
The following is a photo of the Banbury Spencer team that played against Hayes on 1st September 1934.

Back Row (Left to Right): Aubrey “Cobbler” Grant, Norman Walls, Frank Clarke, Jim Martin, Jim Hodson,
Howard Williams (manager).
Front Row (Left to Right): Arnold Mobley, George Bate, Reg Wallis, Bob Kinder (captain), Jesse Twynham

Obviously originally a black and white photo that had the shirts etc. coloured in for postcard purposes.

